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Section S-S’ 1
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AGRARIA
The House of Contemporary Creativity

Pop Victor
Moșneagu Andrei

“Preserving cultural heritage enables the community to face its own historical development, to reflect on its knowledge and significance in this 
contemporary moment. ” Reviving connections with the contemporary society in relation with their needs and with cultural heritage in order to 
re‐animate the space, once build in an industrial area, now finding itself lost in a residential one. Offering functions that will help artist work and 
develop, while having an environment designed for relaxation and socialization in their free time, and at the same time  “The House of Contemporary 
Creativity” offers spaces for the nearby communities, that benefit both parts by establishing economic and social support.
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Section S-S’ 4
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In our strategic scheme we address the user's needs with sensitivity, to both artists and regular users alike. Thus 
we designed a recreational area and a bistro near the gallery that can be used independent of the production spaces 
or the gallery. As for the artists they have a number of different types of work spaces as well as meeting rooms, a 
print room and a VR testing room for different types of work, and a more private terrace where they can spend time 
either working in nature or relaxing and socializing.
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